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E2.15.5.1
igus® separators optimally adapted to cable geometry. 
They increase the service life of the cables up to factor 4.

Abrasion-optimised, cable-friendly design, long service life
Mounting-optimised - a simpler and faster assembly
Easy-to-use interior separation range for any application
Standard separator - no snap-in option, freely movable
Notch separator - locks safely onto in 2,5 mm increments
Partial horizontal subdivision is possible - Series E2.15

Up to 75% less wear - Increase the service life of cables even further

Full-width shelves
Width X [mm] unassembled assembled Width X [mm] unassembled assembled Width X [mm] unassembled assembled

e-chain® opener for the E2 micro "next generation"
An e-chain® opener is included with every Series E2.10 and E2.15 that can be
opened. The opening of the e-chain® links at high speeds saves significant installation
time. Open a long piece of e-chain® in one go. It’s the ideal tool for your own
mounting or assembly lines to minimise processing time significantly. 
More information www.igus.eu/E2.1open

Save assembly time - Interior separation 
assembly tool for the E2 micro "next generation"

Convenient insertion of separators and shelves Significant assembly time
reduction Grip and mount can be ordered separately and are easy to change
More information www.igus.eu/E2.1open

E2 micro Series E2.15 Accessories
Interior separation | New generation

3D-CAD files, configurators, PDF www.igus.eu/E2.15

E2 micro Series E2.15 Accessories
Assembly tools | Save assembly time

igus® GmbH Germany | Phone +49 2203 9649-800 Fax -222 | info@igus.de | www.igus.eu

Note E2C.15: For one-piece, non snap-open please assemble the interior separation before fitting the e-chain®!
As standard separators are assembled every 2nd e-chain® link.

Standard separator,
for e-chains®

unassembled
assembled

Notch separator
for notch crossbar
unassembled
assembled

Full-width shelf
e-chains®

unassembled
assembled

Standard - for any application
Is used when vertical separation is required. Due to its slot,
it allows basic vertical/horizontal shelving arrangements. No
snap-in option, freely movable.

Locks safely onto in 2,5 mm increments
For exact positioning in e-chains®. Recommended for side-
mounted applications. Abrasion-optimised, cable-friendly
design of the separator.

Full-width shelf 110.X
This option makes sense in applications with many thin cables
with similar diameters. For a consequent subdivision. 


